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BEN BELLA S cEAE ON WORKERS 1 CONTROL IN ALGERIA

• •••••••••

• •

Working men and women of .Algeria,as I speak’to you tho Official 
Journa1 of the Democratic and Ibpular Algerian Republic is publish
ing the text of some of the most,if not the most important decisions 
which the Government has taken since its constitution.' d

r - ' ■ . - ' ' T . -r- • '• ,

It concerns a decree bearing on the organisation and management of 
industrial ,mining and artisan' enterprises as well as vacated agricult
ural undertakings.

"J

( WE HRINT BELOW THE FULL TEXT OF A SPEECH MADE M BEN BELLA OVER 
RADIO AND TELEVISION IN ALGIERS ON MARCH,29th. ,1063, FOLLOWING 
THE PUBLICATION OF THE DECREE WHICH WE PRINT IMMEDIATELY AFTER 
THIS SPEECH;-)' • ' .............

• 1

• *•

• •

Already last week,more precisely Friday March 23,the Official 
Journal published a significant text defining the meaning of "vacated 

-properties" once and for all. Those who imagined that the Government 
of revolutionary Algeria would wait ,arms folded, in face of manouvres 
which.aimed at nothing more nor less, than liquidating tho "vacated
properties";we11,they were mistaken.

< * •

• * » *

I'have said it before and I repeat it now. •'•t was not wg who drove 
away the former exploiters of this vast sector of the Algerian economy 

. ..wliich then became "vacated properties ".It was not wo who sought to
.asphyxiate the Algerian economy. It was tho former exploiters who loft, 
seeking to make their exodus a way of sabotaging and blocking the 
possibilities of reconstructing independent Algeria. Wb had to stem in
the briefest possible time the dis£B.trcus consequences • of this sabotage. • a

♦ J

To those who left,the Provisional Government appealed that they return.
How many of them returned?

• •

Before anyone starts to invoke groat principles , lot them tell us
clearly how many of them responded to the appeal of the provisional * *
Government to return and to participate in tho reconstruction of the
country.

• • ••
• • * u .

Could the government that issued from the Algerian Revolution stand 
■ ams folded before such a challenge?If it had done so,it would not 
have been worthy of tho Algerian Revolution,it would not have been 
worthy of speaking in the name of tho Algerian people. Moreover tho 
working masses of the country ,thoy understood their duty. Almost 
everyv/horc,thoy organised themselves spontaneously and moved in to
replace the absconding exploiters. In this respect,the decree of
October 22 and November 23,1962 setting up Management Committees,did 
no more than ratify a state of affairs which the working masses,in
their patriotic .and revolutionary-spirit,had created throughout tho

• • - • •

extent of the country.
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Once defined as ’’vacated4,once determined as the key sector of the
Algerian economy ,wc must turn,seriously,to the problem of the manage
ment of this sector which wc wish to use as a”pilot” for our socialism

Did the decrees of October 22 and November 23,1962,close the-door 
to those who had left,neglecting their duties toward the land which had 

.nourished them?
of gonerosity .
the possibility
enterprises and
that -they gave

♦

• • • . •••••»

. * r••
•** •1

•••♦ ’ ’ 1 ’ t * ... *
• • ’ • • *

Z&gc- two: BEN BNT.TA S REAIS ■ ON WORKERS CONTROL'IN ALGERIA.

Two solutions arc offered .Should we place management in the State?
Should wc place it with the workers?

• - ... •r

• I * J M U S • •

In no fashion. Revolutionary Algeria has its traditions c
The decrees of October 22 and November 23 1962,left them 
of returning and even of being reinstated', in their 
nndortakings which they had abandoned,but. on condition 
sufficient guarantees for honest and productive manages, 

mont of the enterprise and on condition , of accepting sincere collabor- 
’/ation with the Management Committees. .... . .

„ . .------------ ------ —.

• • * • \ • •- 9 • • e •

How many of them returned and agrood to collaborate with the Management 
Committees?

Vhat national government,vcrthy of the name, would have permitted the 
situation to deteriorate ? It vjas high time that Algeria wont to work.It 
v/as high time that the government which issued from the Algerian Resol
ution organised the management of the enterprises and undertakings aband
oned, betrayed by their former exploiters.The Algerian workers had 
proved their capacity to fill the gap. It was necessary to give them the 
opportunity to continue :ix).^their efforts. .'

• • I •• • • . •. 
It then proved to be impossible to.organise anything in a sector in

wbic.b ’’vacated” could be continually placed in« question,in which ’’vacated” 
could be made the object of pressure,of bargaining ,of the business of 
influence. It was necessary to definitively settle the question of the 
’’vacated properties”.It was- necessary that the sector of ‘'vacated properties4 
be defined,determined,once and for . all! ‘ ■' ■ ... ■ / ■

• ••

<. It was in this spirit that wo passed our decree of March 18,1^63, 
■dealing with the regulation of the ‘’vacated properties”. This decree, which 
the National Constituent Assembly approved in its session of March 26,1963, 
barred any appeal fropi a ruling taksxr. prior to March 22,1963, .that a 
property had been '’vacated”. All enterprises ;'of an inductrial,commercial, 

..art is an,‘financial and mining character,all agricultural and forestry under
takings ,all the offices,real estate or portions of real estate which,on

• the date of March 22,1963,had been ..ruled to be ” vacated”,were,once 
And for ali,definitively/’vacated properties” and from this fact their 
management passed ,once.'and for all, definitively,to the Algerian workers. 

From now on we will not speak any more of "vacated properties" but oi 
'enterprises and undertakings of sc If-management. ■:■' t.--

work.It
properties%25e2%2580%259d.It


Dago three; BEN BELLA S lEAIS'ON V.DRKERS CONTROL IN ALGERIA.
* * ‘ / ’ • ‘ . .

• , . ♦ ‘ ‘ ’ ’■

♦ *• - • •

..-*■• • • . • * ’ ... ..

In fact no hesitation is possible.The principles of self-management 
of the enterprises by the workers has already been inscribed in the real
ity of the .Algerian Revolution by the spontaneous ,conscious action of the 
labouring masses. The powerful movement of the Management Committees,which 
multiplied throughout the country,awaited simply legalisation in all its 
revolutionary extension.

The decrees which the Official Journal of the Democratic and .Popular
Algerian Republic is publishing today legalises, -^nd institutionalises the 
enterprises of-self-management being run by the democratic collectivity of
the workers. . • •.. ■ • - . ...A

* •

• • - T. >«  •

With the General Assomblie-s and the Workers Councils,with the Manage
ment Committces,the Algerian workers arc taking their destiny in thair
own hands . It is the workers , in their General Assemblies, who will
decide on the plan of development for their enterprises within the frame
work of the National Han. It is they,the workers ,who will establish, 
examine ahd adopt the bookkeeping accounts. It is they who will determine 
bonuses for output. They will participate in the management of the national 
funds for investment and the balancing of employment. .

9 - • ’ ‘
. • . . 

‘ “ ’ . • ’ • * r

Working men and women of Algeria, I would like to stress .the' national
funds for balancing employment. ....

»» ••

* . . - . . /• f - 

As you know,.there are unemployed, many unemployed in Algeria. There 
care jobs, many jobs with poor or little pay in Algeria. There is heavy
labour which exhausts a person and other work that is,not so bad.There ;

-L ,t , '

are rich regions , but also poor ones in Algeria.

It is through the national funds for the balancing of employment that 
the solidarity of the working men and women of Algeria expresses itself. 
It is through thses funds that the workers of the Mitidja and those of the 
Aures express their fraternity.Nrom the oast to the west,from the north to 
the south,the Algerian workers , through the national funds for balancing 
employment, express; once again the unity of the Algerian nation.

• ’ * * * ? > .’ * * z

bbrking men and women of ..Algeria , I would also like to speak about 
the.Director, who constitutes one of the instruments of your self-manage
ment. •' . . ■ '

s.

This Director
will be nominated 
your approval. .;.

V •

Because it is

*

1< •

st

but this nomination will be submitted to
will be selected on a moral and professional levcl,.Hj3..j...... • » •• • ■ • •* • *• • •
by the'State,

» • ••
■. «v « • • • «v -

» 
••

I • •.

I

necessary that within your enterprises of self-manage- .
ment someone should represent the national collectivity to which you 
belong and ’■ safeguard its interests. It is necessary that 'within your 
enterprises of sc If-management there should bo someone who can servo as
a transmission belt between our enterprises .and the State ,someone resp
onsible for the National 'lan of development. ■' t •
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Section I — EOR THE ORGANISATION OE SELF - MANAGEMENT
l

* ►

• •

Article I: The industrial and mining enterprises as well, as the vacated 
shall be self-managed by the following organs;

General Assembly of Wrkers.
Workers’ Council,, .
Management Committee,
Director. •. .•

• • *

However,:by thd decision of the resident of the Council, certain 
enterprises or undertakings of national importance can be integrated 
into the public sector and bo managed by public or semi-public
organisms, or by national compar'.os. t . .

• *«***» t

Sub-Section'I. The General Assembly of Workers,
• • * •

« ♦

Article 2; The General Assembly of Workers is formed of the perman
ent workers on the entcrpr.uo or undertaking j chosen in conformity with 
the criteria defined in tR articles 3,4 and 5. The number of its mem
bers is defined yearly according to the degree of the development of the. 
productivity of the enterprise or undertaking. ' 2 .

• •

• • • • 
« « *

DECREE DEALING WITH THE ORGANISATION AND IjIANAGEMENT OF 
INDCSTRIxiL jMINING AND ARTISAN ENTER ARISES. ' ' 

ZS WELL JS .VACATED AGRICULTURAL UNDERTAKINGS.

4

This Director„whose nomination is subject to your approval ,this 
Director is a worker like you and will share your troubles and joys 
and partipate, with you ,in the socialist construct.ion_pf_<>ur — 
country. .. . .. — ------------

Make his task easy. Help him, Protect him..like one of your own.
I el 1 • * *

. . • ’ • . • 
•• • •• • . • • « * 

Working men and women od Algeria, It is up. to you and only you to; ' 
prove to the world that the Algerian Revolution wants, to be and can. 
be in the vanguard o'f the socialist experiments. of our times. Close 
your ranks ,demonstrate to the world ?that you are masters of your ■“ 
destiny,united,vigilant and conscious of your duties and your rights; 
organise yourselves so that everywhere, over, the whole Algerian terr-, 
itory iji the General Assemblies of ...Werke-a?©-can join together and that 
everywhere throughout the Algerian territory, the Management Committees, 
democratically elected,can harness themselves to the exalting task of 
the socialist construction of our country.

J

^resident of the Council, head of the Government of the Democratic 
and topular Algerian Republic ooo the Coundil of Ministers agreeing,decrees



Workers ,a worker

presents adequate
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necessary that two- 
dcliborations of the

• •

■Article 6:

• • • •

Each member of the General Assembly of 
to a single vote. He cannot have a substitute.

... *J

»• ■
J

• •

Pago five. Decree...
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«

The plan of development and productivity of the enterprise or under
taking conforms to the National Tian of Development,

, t •

»<• • •
• to

Workers has the right
I

Articlc 7: No worker . having the right to participate in the deliberations 
of the General Assembly of ITorkers can be'excluded, except for a grave-fault

> t ‘ ? •
. ......................u.

Article 4: Seasonal workers cannot .be members of the General Assembly nor 
enjoy the rights or pcrogatives attached to this membership.

r .... .

* ' w

f

It can be convoked extraordinarily on the initiative of one-third 
o T its members. .

.... , --------

The proof of the grave fault falls upon the Workers* Council or the 
General Assembly of Workers if there is,no Workers’ Council existing. ” *•»..... ..

Article 8; The General Assembly of Workers must be convoked by the 
Workers’ Council or the Management Committee at least once every three, 
months.

Article 5: The director after advising the competent services as well as
the Council of Communal Enterprise and Self-MaAagemont: .... . 
-----fixos the list of members.' of the General Assembly of Workers and’issu'es’ -• 
them with membership cards;,

X. J f - e

-----determines annually the optimum number of permanent workers ,toehnic'- 
ally necessary to accomplish the oconcnic programc of the enterprise or 
undertaking.

• . •

The vote must take place by secret ballot.lt is 
thirds of the inscribed members be pres efit for the 
General Assembly of Workers to be valid.

» *****

The decisions arc taken by a simple majority of

Article 3; To be a member of the General Assembly of
must fulfil the following conditions:
----- bo of Algerian nationality;
-----be over 18 years of age;
----- not to have been deprived of civil rights;
----- to have accomplished effective work for which he
physical aptitudes;
----- having no other principal resources than the earnings of his work_ 
in the nnterpriso or undertaking;
----- having been present for an unbroken period of at least six months. 
However,’ permanent workers who left the enterprise or undertaking to 
take part in the war of liberation ar.c exempted from this last obliga
tion; " :

S 
r

ballot.lt


• • .

Ihgc six; Decree...  

In tho enterprise or undertaking consisting of less than 30
members ,thc General Assembly; of Workers shall take the place of the
Council. ■

. . ’• r " • ,

• • • .

Article 9, The General Assembly of Workers; 
-----adopts the enterprise’s o.r .undertaking’s Plan of development ----  
within the framework of tho National Ilan as well as the annual progr- ----
ammes of equipment, production and sales; ----
----- adopts rules in regard to the organisation of the work and in regard to 
tho determination and division of tasks and responsibilities; 
—— approves tho books at the end of the accounting period;
——• elects the .Workers Council where this body is set up. —

Sub-Section 2. Workers Council.

Article 10. The Workers Council, chosen from among tho members of the 
General Assembly .of the enterprise or undertaking, shall have at;a max
imum 100 members and at least ono member for every group of more than 10 
and less than 15 workers. 

. " I •
— • • • •

Article II.Two.-thirds at least of the members of the Workers Council
must be engaged directly in productionin the enterprise or undertakings -

• •
• • *
••*•*••• * *•* • • • -

The conditions for voting arcthe same as those given in article 6 ■ 
for the General Assembly of Workers.

Article 12.The members of the Workers Council arc elected for three
years and their number is renewable each year by one-third. 

«•

Article 13.The workers Council meets at least once a month on the dec
ision of the Management Committce.lt can notwithstanding meet in extra
ordinary assembly on the initiative, of one-thirds of its members.

Article, 14. Tho Workers Council;
-— adopts the internal rules for the enterprise or undertaking;
—— decides on the sale and purchase, of equipment in the framework 
of the plan of development adopted by the General Assembly; - 
— decides on the exclusion of members with the right of appeal
before .-the General Assembly;
—— decides on the admission of new permanent workers, in tho 1imits 
given in articles 3,4 and 5 of tho present decree. In the case whore 
the c is no Council, tho director can substitute himself. In tho admiss
ion. of new workers , former combattants or victims of the repression.:...?.. .. 
9ust have priority;
—— examine tho accounts at the end of the accounting period before 
their ^presentation to the. General Assembly;
—- elect and control the Managment Committso.

Committce.lt


rage seven: Docrec a

Sub-section 3: The Management Committee 

■

*** -

V

*»

consultative voice,members 
of Workers concerned with

.ft •••

It can admit to its meetings ,with a
of the Workers Council or General Assembly
the propositions and suggestions previously submitted to the- Management 
Committee and concerning, the functioning of the: enterprise. ; 

• y •

Article:-16: The Management Committee assumes the tasks ddt managing

» • 4 •

primary products

Article 19. Th 
a

♦

• - f

___________ Committee meets at least once a month and 
oftoner if'the interests of the enterprise
by ■ the : Pres ident. • •"

•1 .

. •.

the enterprise or undertaking ’and particularly:
—— elaborates the plan of development of the enterprise or under
taking in the framework of the National Plan,as well as' the Annual **
Programme of the plant, of production and sales; ■ f ' ' .
----- establishes the accounts at the end of the accounting period; 
—— prepares the decisions for the Workers Council; -
----- decides on the short-term loans in the framework of the annual 
programme of the plant,' of production and sales;
—— decides on the method of buying the necessary products to supply 

, seeds,etc. in the framework of the annual programme 
of production; r .
— doc ides on the method
----- rules on the problems
of seasonal workers.

Article 17,The Management 
demand it, on its convening

♦  j 

• • •

'• e.

w

of sales of products and services;
posed by production, including the engagement

Article 15. The Management Committee consists of 3 to II members ■ ■- -TKTL f -W w • Ji '•'*’**' # .
elected by-the Workors Council from its own members. .an.d..of_whom..
two-thirds at least must be engaged directly in production.

The Management Committee designates each year a President from among 
its members. ■ : ■■ • • ■ "

The renewal shall be effected each’ year-, at the - end of the accounting
period and by thirds as is laid down for the verkers Councils,

. - • *•

Article 18, For the deliberations of the ManagCracn-t committee to be
valid,it is necessary that two-thirds of its members , including the
director, should be present./

•• * * ’

• • • . ? • * • • • •
1 • • • ’ • • * ** • • • • • * *

• • • • •
• • *

In the ease of an equal vote, the president-shall have a-
casting vote

•• 1 M •* • •• •* * 
.................................... ...... - •* -•

e president of the Management Committee: 
—presides and directs the debates of the Management Committee; ■■ ■—-
-----countersigns-the minutes of the meetings of the Management'Committee, 
of the Workers Council and the General Assembly of Workers; ■ ' '

countersigns all financial docupicnts./and ;ctoques ; ’ ...
convokes , on the'decision of the Management Committee,- the Worker

Council and General Assembly of workers; ‘; ..
 __ represents the enterprise or undettaking towards’ third parties, and 

has the oowcr to fully represent them legally after, authorisation by the 
•“ r 4» •, l’.- h. • • ■ f . J ( ? ‘ ’ ‘ ‘

Management Committoo. ••*••••*.
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Sub-section ’.:4.. The Director.

. ..1. 
: v •:

its
f

• «.

• • 
• • 4,4

A -.‘A

»
• • 4 .

’ i

• « /’ ! • * •’ *>•

Article 20. The Director:

.■ .

• k 
* 1

r- 

pIans of
«

• , «• • •• 4
♦ -***'« -■».

his veto
’the. diminution of the initial value of the 

production of the enterprise•_ or undertaking;
— assures,- under the authority of the president , the

• .■ •

4 -
s

the functioning of the Secretariat of the Management «
well--as of the workers>• Council and General Assembly of <„ 
ensures that the minutes are drawn up and sent in copy ...

*

t

SECTION TWO

Article 23. In every commune a
Management is created.,-composed of the presidents of-the • Management 

%

Committees,- a representative. of the Party, of the UGTA(unions ), the 
ANP(army) and of the administrative authorities of the Commune. In 
case ofneccssity, an intorcommunal Council can bo created in place 
the Communal Councils, but without power to substitute itself for
more than five Councils. . ...

• - ’ 4
. ’ .* • * • a

jMB 
• ‘ ,a ' • * * * - ■ * *•-' • • .

A representaive of the supervising organism may assist at all
N •

• » /

art i cles 3,4and5 
means of •

• • •• 4 /

•  - ■ ■

THE ORGANISES OF ENTERPRISE AND SELF-MANAG^ffiNT. '

• •.
* ’ 

•* •’ 

S’ ' • • » «..

-----represents the State inside the enterprise or undertaking; 
—-watches over tho [legality of economic and financial operations 
of the enterprise or
—- opposes
Plan;
—- applies
—- opposes

Council of Communal-Enterprise and Self-
•. « -• • •* W-4

N

undertaking, particularly;
development which do not conform to the National

• •••<
• • • • B • • . • . • • . ♦ • # • •

» . • • • • • ... .. •- • - * - •

in the case of non-application of

f * , •••

daily functioning 
of the nctorprisc or undertaking in applying the decisions of the ■£aanagc. 
ment Committee and of the Workers Council, and.the conformation with the 
laws and regulations; • r. '
— signs all financial documents. and cheques-;
----- holds the funds in cash with which to effect current payments; 
-----initials the accounts at the end of ,the accounting, period; ■
— ©stablishcsfand stocktakes the fixed and movable stock accord
ing to. the-; regulations and procedures-laid down.by |he supervising 
organism

-----ensures
Committee as 
Workers , and
to the supervising organism.

*- » ‘ , * . • » -V • * ' **

Articloj2Iy The. director ; is a member of the Management Committee with 
a deliberative vote. He can never bo president. The Management Comm
ittee can charge him with presenting reports to the workers Council 

 ahd General Assembly of-Workers. ~ ■ J-
-. ... ' . .. / .■ r ■ -. ■■:. - -r

Article 22. The;director;. ,who must show the moral and professional ■ 
qualities required for,his job, is nominated-and dismissed by the 
supervising organism,, after agreement with the Council of Communal
Enterprise and Self-Management . He can only bo relieved of his , ... 

..a ., • *<v.aa

functions as- director for a grave fault or obvious incompetence 
or if the Council of Communal Enterprise and Self-Management,retire 
him with his consent.



Page nine. Decree....

■Article 24.The Council of Communal Enterprise and ScIf-Management: 
----- aids in the creation and the organisation of organs of management 
in enterprises and undertakings;
— interests the workers in the problems of self-management; 

coordinates the activity of enterprises and undertakings of soli- 
management in the Communes ;

  makes and appeal to the supervising organisms for technical and 
financial aid in the matter of management and control;

 gives or withdraws its agreement to the director designated by 
the supervising organism, conforming with article 22 of the present decree 

Article 25. The Council of Communal Enterprise and ScIf-Management elects 
its president from among the presidents of self-management enterprises 
and undertakings .It shall meet on the initiative of its. president, 
at least once in throe months.

ArticJo 26: The members of the Workers Councils-., of the Management Comm - 
ittoes of enterprises and undertakings, or of the Councils of Communal 
Enterprise and ScIf -Management, cannot receive any special remuneration 
for the accomplishment of their duties, it being understood that the 
time devoted to the deliberations and work of these bodies will be 
considered as normal work time and remunerated on the same scale. 

Article 27.The members of the above bodies exorcise the functions . :?
'devolving upon them only in the mootings of the bodies of which they 
arc members and cannot extend the said functions outside the sessions 
of the said bodies unless expressly mandated by the body to which they 
belong. P

Article 28.Any person who knowingly blocks the functioning of a Manage
ment Committee, will be liable to a penalty of five years imprisonment 
and a fine of from 1,000 to 10,000 francs, or one of the two penalties. 

Article 29. The measures of the present decree become effective with 
its publication and must be put into full effect with a maximum delay of 
one year.

Article 30.The present decree on the organisation of the self-manage
ment of vacated enterprises and undertakings annuls all contrary measures

Article 31, The Presidential Circulars shall state precisely the methods 
for the application of the present decree. 

Article 32. The Ministers of Justice,the Interior,National Befcnee,Finance 
Agriculture and the Agricultural Reform,of Industrialisation and Tower, 
of Labour and Social Welfare, arc charged,each in what concerns him,with 
the application of the present decree which shall be published in the 
Official Journal of the Democratic and Popular Algerian Republic.

Algiers, 22nd. March,1963.
  (Signed.) (Translated from ALGER REPUBLICAlN,30th March,1963)




